
Service Learning
“Dignity for Children” visits U Residence

An amazing sharing and building of bridges across from our 
community.  Stories shared and personal round circle sessions 
made the relationship so much more real and wholesome 

A tribute to thank them for working on our dreams, things that we 
wish to do but life holds us back at the moment.. Our residents, not 
to be outdone, re-wrote a song and dedicated it to our guests, while 
another group made a huge collage of ‘Thank you for the 
Inspiration’ messages and of course a third group raised funds of 
RM1000 dollars just 2 days prior to their visit. 

The hour session became two as many kept on asking questions 
and participated in the discovery of what makes ‘Dignity for 
Children’ tick, while our guests discovered what made the Residents 
tick as they had never had an experience like this ever before in all 
their sharings. 

Sharings By CAL Program Students from TCSJ
Ju Ann
I learnt that people in need don’t need our sympathy, but what they need is 
our guidance and our willingness to spend time with them, giving an 
opportunity for them to reach out to us. 
I am glad that Taylorians decided to join in and help as many groups 
presented their contributions. One of the groups sang them a song, a thank 
you card made out of love and thankfulness, donations that was collected 
within a day! Thank you for giving me a wonderful time here.

Thoo Chui Yi
It really opened my eyes about poverty ridden children and life of orphans. 
Living in KL all my life, I really did not know that Sentul was a poor district. 
After watching the videos and hearing their stories, I really felt touched 
especially the video, "Imagine". It made me realize that we always have a 
choice to change our own lives. Dignity for Children really deserves a 
standing ovation for their huge heart in helping every single child in need.

Karl Voon
The world out there is very di�erent from my world now. It is a world that I 
didn't even imagine of. There are many 'underprivileged' out there, what 
most people think of them. . I also learned that everyone has the ability to 
make an impact in the life others, depends on your will to step up or not. 
Patience is needed as it is a long way and one day you will �nd that you have 
actually impacted his life and your own life have also unconsciously been 
impacted by him. 

Sri Nithya
It’s a gradual process where we need to put our hearts in it in 
order to break the chain of poverty.

Knowledge Hunt (30/11/2013)

Reading & Journaling - Now Everyone Can Read!
The Reading & Journaling project is a community engagement 
project organized by U Residence  with the children from Lembah 
Subang and Generasi Gemilang, a registered NGO to give every 
child an opportunity to learn through the process of reading and 
journaling. 

The Service Learners who at �rst found it hard to connect, were 
eventually encouraged and became more appreciative as they 
were able to identify with the values of dignity, integrity and hope 
as the semester comes to a close

Our very �rst Service learning event for the 3K residents with fellow 
U Residents. It was about translating book knowledge into real 
experience & bringing science into their backyard… 2 groups of 
Mentors and Knowledge discovery Booths was set up to encourage 
the experiential learning for these kids to understand the topics 
prepared  . Our Residents did us proud as they showed the values of 
care and respect in the manner they carried out the exercises. As 
memories were made and friendships created it was indeed hard to 
say farewell to the kids knowing that this was just a start of greater 
things to come . 

Sharings By Mara Sponsored TU Foundation In 
Science Students
Arisha Emily Yap 
First seeing the environment was such a shocker to me, that this place 
can exist in such a metropolitan area with shopping malls and grand 
housing around this PPR �ats . Yes, they may live in brick houses and 
might have some clean clothes to wear but i doubt the children that live 
there have an idea what is like to have peace and motivation to do well 
in life. This SL activity reach-out programme that was organized had 
de�nitely taught me that even in poverty, these people live in happiness 
despite my initial reaction about them about being needy as they openly 
shared so much laughter. I really hope that our games made them more 
curious about things they read in school I personally think that such 
programmes should be carried out as a mass and monthly thing in 
campus as it is a really an eye opening experience. 

Aina Qistina Md Hana� 
Honestly it was simply amazing to see how the kids
enjoyed the event and the interest grew about
the activities we carried out with their eyes sparkling
with excitement

Sharings 
Wang Zhao Loon, A-Level student from TCSJ
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It has been a great year for all of us, Staff & Residents alike at U Residence as another year draws to a close. 
New beginings for us as we are now LIVE with our very own  Hostel Accomodation Online Services (TCAS). For 
our residents, whom we come to care as our own, it will be hard to see them leave at the end of the month after 
a year of bonding. To them we have this to say : “Be proud in remembrance of all you’ve managed to achieve, 
how much you’ve grown and be hopeful as you look to the future.” To one and all, have a wonderful festive 
season and a Happy New Year 2014!  
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& HappeningsEvents

Sharings
Risha, student from Mauritius studying law at TU
It was a wonderful experience. Even if it was my �rst Diwali 
away from home. I had a blast with new friends. The 
celebration was slightly di�erent from Mauritius but the spirit 
was the same. It was my pleasure to help and celebrate Diwali 
here. Though so far away from my parents and country, we 
shared the same cultures and traditions. This festive of light in 
Malaysia will be memorable one.

Akshay, student from Mauritius studying law at TU
This was my �rst Diwali away from home and I must say that I 
did not really miss home. It was a unique experience to be 
making sweets and getting to know other cultures, making 
Rangoli with friends and dancing with strangers as if we were a 
family. Over all it was great experience having Diwali away 
from home and this was one of my best Diwali ever. Thank you 
U Residence for organizing everything. 

Rakesh Pal, ADP student from Pakistan 
Making of sweets, decorating the Hostel like home was really 
awesome and dancing and eating homemade food was even 
better than anything else. I hope that this will remain same 
every year and all the students will be treated with same care 
and respect on Diwali day, doesn’t matter which background 
they come from.

Diwali Event 2013

Muhibbah Walk : “FACES WITHOUT RACES” 

An extremely interesting event to create a space to for all to realise that we need to take charge of our lives. We need to think out of the box and 
observe our personal values in the scheme of things. Sometimes, life is not just about moving on, but appreciating what is around us, enjoy and 
be glad that we are able to embark on this journey of a lifetime.

Sharings
Lim Chi Jia, A-Level student from TCSJ
Muhibah Walk is a golden opportunity for us to have a heart-to-heart contact with people of other races. We have to let ourselves immerse in the activities and feel the 
atmosphere. If all of us do it together we will taste the spice of unity, the magic of Muhibah and how it works wonders to bring about a great and better change.

Rakesh Pal, student from Pakistan under ADP
A unity walk “Muhibah Walk” was an awesome and knowledge experience for me. I was part of the organizing commitee as well as the project leader from U Residence. People 
walking together as one Faces without Races sharing one goal of Muhibah and celebrating night together that no matter what they will unite.  It was a most memorable and 
learning event that I attended in my whole life. I was inspired with spirit Malaysians have in them and see how they are one.

Thanusha, CAL Program Student From TCSJ
This session has taught me the importance of voicing out my opinions. It has taught me not be shy or worry about how others would accept my opinion. I’ve also learnt to not 
judge others for their di�erences. We could all be of di�erent creeds or religions but at the end of the day, we’re all human beings. We are the same, we are one. We should never 
let political arguments in�uence our rational thinking,It would be much better if such a thought could be spread to all Malaysians and I can see clearly now how Muhibah Walk 
would be able to contribute to this cause.

Peer 2 Peer Language Classes - French Highlights

I've been teaching French in U-residence since one year already. This 
time i have my third batch of students interesting in learning the 
language and this is mainly for the same reasons; mainly they have 
French as subject while some because they are just curious to learn a 
new language. Highly encouraging was when we had 20 students 
rightly up this time. I met interesting residents, coming from di�erent 
countries (Asia and Africa) with di�erent accents and it was funny to 
hear their pronunciation, which is when they tried to speak French. But 
that made the class so much more fun.

~Claire Valerie, student from Mauritius under The Design School~

@ U Residence

Lost & Found
To locate your lost item, go to
1.  THM security station (after o�ce hours)
2. THM Help Desk (during o�ce hours)
3.  Uni grounds, proceed to Student Central 
4. File a lost item report via at Taylor’s Student Central Portal

Bus Shuttle
Wawasan Sutera: Further down the road via the shuttle bus (or cabs) is the nearest Mall ..the haven for our 
Residents over the weekend. Just take the bus costing RM1.50 and you’re there in 10 mins �at….and don’t 
forget to take the last bus back by 8pm..........otherwise it’s quite a walk. So hey, download the Bus Shuttle 
Schedule from the Student Portal.

Health Service
Not well, minor injuries ,…head out to our Health Service centre located at Block C, Level 1, 
or call 017-2583371 (8am – 6pm), the medical hotline for assistance.

Taxis
For Common Pick Up points, do not negotiate with Taxi touts. Any taxi at our pick up points who do not 
use the meter can be reported to the nearest security guard immediately. 
Or simply use “My Teksi” services. You can
· Book a taxi in the Klang Valley, one week in advance.
· Get information about your driver before your ride and etimated cost.
Available via iPhone App Store, Google Play,
Or SMS  : SEND TO 36881  Teksi <pick up address>, # Drop of address, # remarks
Or simply google for other taxi’s available on call. Be Safe !! 

TCAS: Taylor’s Hostel Accomodation Online Services
Home   Talk to us: 
    To submit a Compliment/Complaint/Feedback/Room Change
    View your booking info 
    View Emergency & THM Contact Numbers

Financial   View Payment History
    View Statement of Accounts

Resident Information Report on maintainence issues
    View notice board
    Take part on surveys

Amenities


